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Introduction
Deep coal mining has always been accompanied by
an array of negative effects. One of the most significant is
the occurrence of mining dumps in the vicinity of mining
companies. Mining dumps (also dumps) are natural
mounds where collateral rocks from the surroundings of
coal seams that cannot be further industrially used were
stored during mining. Concurrently, coal substance was
also stored in dumps, either in its pure form or as an
individual layer of the loose rock mass or as a part of the
collateral rock (mostly clay stone) that contained variously
thick layers of coal that could not be separated during the
mining process. It is the most dangerous material of the
mining dump that creates and spreads thermal processes,
virtually in the entire volume of each and every dump.
The amount of coal being stored together with
collateral rock depends on the technology of separation
and processing the product of a coal factory. Various
analyses of the coal dump samples declare that percentage
of combustible substances usually reaches 30%, while
even 50% is not an exception.
There are many old mining dumps in the MoravianSilesian Region. Several of them have been exposed to a
very intense thermal process. The thermal processes, such
as auto-oxidizing heating, endogenous as well as surface
fires, occurred more or less constantly in mining dumps
during last century. The occurring thermal processes
represent a whole range of risks at a various degree of
danger, some of which imminently threaten the lives of
people. Last but not least, these processes also have a
negative impact on the environment. The most serious
risks arising from the existence of burning dumps include:
 Development of heat. The burning of the combustible
parts of a dump releases considerable heat. The heat
then uselessly leaks into the atmosphere and
contributes to the disturbance in the natural balance
of the given location;






Releasing toxic substances. Each mining dump
contains a non-homogenous mix of carbon rock, coal
as well as household and industrial waste that also
used to be uncontrollably dumped at mining dumps
during the operation of a coal factory. During fires,
not only coal substances, but also all organic
substances in the dump and illegally dumped
chemicals in the last resort burn. The production of
extremely toxic CO that is created as the product of
imperfect combustion with the lack of oxygen is the
most severe and extensive danger as the CO
concentrations may become lethal, particularly in the
immediate vicinity of gas outlets in burning dumps.
CH4 methane is another highly toxic gas [4];
Generation and spread of fine dust;
Creation of burnt-out space within the dumps;
Risk of a surface fire;
Negative impact on ecosystems.

Monitoring temperatures and gas concentrations in
mining dumps
The aforementioned facts imply that it is absolutely
essential to carry out long-term measurements of
temperatures as well as concentrations of hazardous gases
(CO, CH4) in thermally impacted mining dumps. The
monitoring of the quantities may be divided into two basic
groups. The first one includes regular manual
measurements of temperatures and gas concentrations in
special probes with the use of manual portable measuring
instruments.
The
second
option,
considerably
quantitatively and qualitatively better, is to use special
measuring systems that will ensure regular measurements
of temperatures and gas concentrations as well as other
quantities in defined time intervals and their subsequent
transmission to a dispatching station. The first
measurement method has a whole array of disadvantages,
the major one being the necessity to manually measure and
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sign
nificant pollu
utants. It iis created by imperfecct
com
mbustion of carbon and orrganic substaances and it is
emittted, for exaample, by auutomobiles, local
l
furnacees,
enerrgetic and mettallurgical indu
dustry.
Carbon mon
noxide blockss the transfer of oxygen by
b
bloo
od as its bindin
ng with hemog
oglobin is by 200
2 – 300 timees
stron
nger than thaat of oxygen.. CO poisoniing occurs, foor
exam
mple, in clo
osed spaces where intern
nal-combustioon
engiines are runnin
ng, or where vventilation off gas appliancees
is in
nsufficient. Long-term
L
CO
O concentratiions above 30
3
ppm
m are considered to bbe hazardouss for people.
Con
ncentrations ab
bove 100 ppm
m are life-threaatening.
The aforementioned impplies that the warning statte
musst be set at thee concentratioon of 0.003 % and the lim
mit
valu
ue at the co
oncentration oof 0.013 %,, whereas thhe
imm
mediate CO concentrationn must be measured in
i
deteermined interv
vals [1].

read
r
values oof specific quantities
q
in regular interrvals.
Measurements
M
s are often executed in a dangerous and
inaccessible tterrain wheree there is a risk of injurry or
poisoning
p
by tthe measured gases. Anoth
her disadvantaage is
the
t danger of falling in the created burntt-out spaces w
within
the
t dump and thus threat too human life. Last but not lleast,
manual
m
measuurement is inaaccurate, nam
mely with regaard to
the
t
error inn reading thhe measured
d data. All the
disadvantages
d
of manual measurement
m
described
d
abovve as
well
w as other aare solved by the
t second meethod of long--term
monitoring,
m
bbased on thee use of specially develloped
measuring
m
sysstems that connsist of a senso
ory part, telem
metric
station
s
and vvisualization (dispatching)
(
station. Figuure 1
shows
s
the basiic block diagrram of such a system [2].

CH4 Concentratiion
Methane naaturally occurrs under natu
ural conditionns,
that is:
a a product of
o
 In atmospheere where it ggets namely as
the decompo
osition of sub stances with biogenic
b
origiin
(biogas) or as a product of the metab
bolism of largge
ruminants, as
a well as from
m termitaries or
o rice fields;
 Under the grround:
o
As the main substannce of gas bou
und to the coaal
substan
nce;
o
As a part
p of the m
mine gas releaased from freee
spaces;;
o
Dissolv
ved in crude ooil.
Natural gas is the main ssource of metthane. At room
m
perature, it is non-toxic gass without any color and odoor,
temp
lightter than air (relative denssity: 0.55 kg
g.m-3 at 20°C
C).
Methane represeents a highlyy explosive mixture wheen
mixeed with air. Th
he self-ignitioon point is verry high (595°C
C,
the ignition temp
perature at thee concentratio
on of 8.5 % is
y takes an eleectric spark orr open flame to
t
537°°C) but it only
expllode the mix of
o methane annd air (the min
nimal initiatioon
enerrgy is 0.28 mJ).
m It is a hiighly explosive gas and its
expllosion limits are consideraably large, frrom 4.4 to 15
1
volu
ume percent. The Decreee of the Czech
C
Mininng
Auth
hority No. 22
2/1981 Coll., Section 83, permits
p
a usuaal
conccentration of 1 %, with 2 % being the exception.
e
Witth
regaard to the risk
k of methane eexplosion, thee limit value is
1 %.

Fig.
F 1. Basic bloock diagram off the measuremeent system

The causses of a dump
mp fire vary an
nd apart from
m the
physical
p
and cchemical propperties of the particular typpe of
the
t
combustiible, they also
a
largely depend on the
development
d
aand method of
o the creatio
on of the dum
mp in
time.
t
The proogressing fire (thermal proccess) of the ddump
and
a
the pressence of othher negative impacts off the
environment,
e
hazardous gases are also
a
created and
released,
r
CO, CO2 and CH
H4 in particular. The releasse of
methane,
m
whiich virtually always accompanies the coal
substance,
s
is another adveerse factor. There
T
is a rissk of
explosion
e
at hhigher concenntrations (from
m 4.0 %) in such
territories.
t
Thhis is closely connected to
o the necessitty to
monitor
m
and evaluate boundary situations (valuess) of
specified
s
quanntities on the basis of meaasurement. A limit
value
v
is a valuue that requirres an inevitab
ble redeveloppment
action
a
since thhe continuing increase of such
s
a value ccould
lead to inadm
missible condditions – thee creation oof an
explosive
e
gass concentratiion, toxic gas concentraations
harmful
h
to health, the creation of an endogenous and
subsequent
s
surrface fire [3].

Gass sensors
The aforemeentioned develloped measuring system thaat
prov
vides continuous monitorinng of the temperature annd
conccentrations off CO and CH
H4 is fitted with
w sensors by
b
FIGARO Sensorss, namely TG
GS2442 [5] CO
C sensor annd
TGS
S2611 [6] CH
C 4 sensor. Both sensorrs are heateed
semiconducting. A glass layeer for thermaal insulation is
printed between a ruthenium ooxide (RuO2)) heater and an
a
alum
mina substratee. This heaterr heats the gaas for analysiis.
The sensing layerr has a defineed electrical resistance
r
R0 at
a
the exposure of
o the gas sensor to the specifieed
conccentration (typ
pically 100 pppm for CO or 5,000 ppm foor

CO
C concentraations
Carbon m
monoxide is a colorless gass without any taste
and
a odor, lightter than air, noot irritating. Itt is little solubble in
water.
w
It is coontained in cooal gas, in geenerator and w
water
gas
g and it hass strong reducction properties. In nature,, it is
fractionally
f
prresent in the atmosphere where
w
it is naamely
created
c
by the photolysis of carbon dioxide affecteed by
ultraviolet
u
raddiation as a prroduct of imp
perfect combuustion
of
o fossil fuelss as well as biomass.
b
It is also containeed in
volcanic
v
gasess. With regardd to its toxicitty, it is one oof the
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CH
C 4). The sennsing layer inn both sensorss is separated by a
carbon
c
filter annd the sensorss are stored in
n a stainless caase.
more
The signnal processingg from the CO
C sensor is m
complicated.
c
T
The sensor haas to be heated
d for the preccisely
determined
d
peeriod of 14 ms.
m At the en
nd of the heeating
impulse, the teemperature insside the senso
or is approxim
mately
350°C.
3
After additional 984
9
ms, the sensor signnal is
connected
c
to the A/D microprocessor input. The vooltage
value
v
VS of thee sensor at thiis moment corrresponds witth the
CO
C gas conceentration at thhe room tem
mperature of 225°C.
Fig.
F
2 shows a diagram of signal
s
processsing.

paraameter (lowerr explosion llimit of meth
hane = 50,0000
ppm
m). The value of
o RL is 2.49 kk for 10 % LEL
L (i.e. 5,0000
ppm
m of methane) and our sensoor ID #14. Alsso, the CH4 gaas
senssor requires a temperature ccompensation of the ambiennt
temp
perature.

Fig. 3. CO and CH4 measuring uniit

asuring system
m
Mea
As Fig. 4 sh
hows, the bassic feature off the measurinng
systeem is a telemeetric station, to which temp
perature sensorrs
as well
w as currentt signals from
m a special em
mbedded system
m
for measuring
m
gass concentrationns (CO, CH4) are connectedd.
The system was
w
completeely developeed for thesse
appllications at the Departm
ment of Cy
ybernetics annd
Biom
medical Eng
gineering. Fiig. 4 shows the sensoor
(elecctrical signals) connection bblock diagram
m.

Fig.
F 2. Timing oof the signal forr CO sensor datta processing

Voltage VS is dependeent on the value of the sennsing
resistance
r
andd the load resisstance RL. Loaad RL is selecteed so
that
t
is approximates resistaance R0 as mu
uch as possiblle. In
this
t
case, the voltage of the sensor will have the valuue of
VCC/2, where VCC = 5V. Furthermorre, voltage V S is
dependent
d
on the ambient temperature of
o the sensor.. The
value
v
of resisttance R0 is taabulated; however, we weree not
able
a to find suuitable resistannce RL for our sensor series . The
sensors
s
were ccalibrated usiing two refereence meters: C
CEM
CO-110
C
and GD500 withh CO gas probe
p
PS56. The
correction
c
of ambient tempperature was executed by NTC
thermal
t
resistoor which is pllaced as close to the sensorr case
as
a possible.
Fig. 3 shhows the CO and CH4 meaasuring unit inn the
development
d
sstage. MC9088JL16CPE micro-controllerr was
selected
s
for signal proccessing. Thee CO and CH4
concentration
c
data are ledd out via PW
WM outputs. The
PWM
P
signals are filtered byy a low-pass filter
f
and ampllified
to
t 0 – 10 V. T
To connect theem to the teleemetric stationn, the
outputs
o
had too be transferreed to current outputs of 4 – 20
mA.
m
The resulting gas concentration
n is recalcuulated
according
a
to fu
full scale of thee gas sensors.
The resuults of meassurements mainly
m
dependd on
temperature
t
off particular gaas. Due to thiis reason, ourr own
developed
d
sysstem includess thermal com
mpensation o f the
sensor.
s
The m
measured valuees were compaared with the once
obtained
o
by calibration insstrument GD5
500. The deviiation
is about 30 pppm. The reliabbility of senso
ors measuremeent is
up
u to 50 °C.
The signnal processinng of the CH
H4 gas sensoor is
simpler
s
than tthe CO sensoor. The sensin
ng element inn the
CH
C 4 gas sensoor is heated peermanently. Th
his would leadd to a
substantially
s
hhigh consumption if the uniit was operateed by
batteries.
b
Agaain, the voltaage at the sensor output that
corresponds
c
w
with the gas cooncentration iss influenced bby the
value
v
of the looad resistancee RL. Howeveer, the value oof RL
for
f our produuction series is
i known in this
t
case and it is
selected
s
accorrding to the coonsidered work
king concentrration
of
o CH4. The table in the data sheet includes
i
the LEL

Fig. 4. CO, CH4 meeasurement blocck diagram

The telemettric station coontinually meeasures all thhe
uired quantitiees (temperatuures, gas concentrations). It
requ
storees the measured data in its internal mem
mory in selecteed
interrvals (most frrequently: eveery 10 minutees) and it sendds
the data to the seerver in selectted intervals where
w
they arre
proccessed, visualized and arrchived. Dataa are sent at
a
defin
ned times by
y GPRS techhnology. Fig.. 5 shows thhe
visu
ualization of th
he measured C
CO concentraation in mA on
o
the website.
w

Fig. 5. Measured co
oncentration of CO in mA
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temperature (approximately 150°C). With regard to the
complicated calibration of the gas sensor for temperatures
exceeding 60°C, the system will be soon adjusted for the
use of a different type of sensor (electrochemical sensor
[7]). With regard to the necessity of feeding the entire
system by batteries (unavailability of 230V), the following
development will focus on the minimization of
consumption of all components (replacement of sensors
with a combined CO + CH4 gas sensor).

Data are archived at the dispatching station in a
MySQL database, which together with PHP represents the
basis of an own information system about the monitoring
based on a dynamic website. The website contains basic
information about the monitored locality, including
photographs and diagrams of the locations of the
individual measuring probes. Furthermore, there is an
option to display dynamic graphs and historic trends of
selected quantities in the particular probe, including the
display of the current values.
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The website mentioned above displays the current
values, historic trends, graphs for particular quantities at a
selected time and so on. If the limit value of any quantity is
reached (according to the selected levels as mentioned
above), authorized persons must be immediately notified.
The method of notification is divided into the following
categories:
 Visual information on the website, by a change in the
color of the information window for the measured
quantity to red with a flashing effect and an acoustic
alarm signal.
 Sending a warning information email to specified
persons, including exact designation of the measuring
location and information about the measured value of
the particular quantity.
 Sending a warning SMS to specified persons,
including exact designation of the measuring location
and information about the measured value of the
particular quantity.
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Conclusions
The contribution provides a description of a unique
measuring system that monitors the temperature and
hazardous gas concentrations within old mining dumps
affected by thermal processes in the long term. The
development of the system started several years ago and
the individual prototypes have been tested and installed in
the Hedvika and Ema mining dumps. The greatest problem
that has to be considered in the design and construction of
the measuring system is the extreme natural conditions at
the place of its installation, which namely include high
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